Nature abounds with structures built by animals other than humans, or animal architecture, as it is commonly termed, such as termite mounds, wasp and beehives, burrow complexes of rodents, beaver dams, elaborate nests of birds, and webs of spiders. Often, these structures incorporate sophisticated features such as temperature regulation, traps, bait, ventilation, special-purpose chambers and many other features. They may be created by individuals or complex societies of social animals with different Animal Architecture is an ongoing and evolving series of multi-media exhibits curated by Donna Payton. Soho 20 in Brooklyn. This piece constructed of handmade paper and wire armatures is inspired by mangroves and has many little water creatures which offer the viewer delightful discoveries. Animal Architecture shared Deep Look’s PBS’s video. Soho 20 in Brooklyn. This piece constructed of handmade paper and wire armatures is inspired by mangroves and has many little water creatures which offer the viewer delightful discoveries. Animal Architecture shared Deep Look’s PBS’s video. SpSonScoSredS. 25 August at 13:23. Capturing 120 of these wonders in all their beauty and complexity, Animal Architecture presents a visually arresting tribute to the intersection of nature, science, function, and design. You can buy the book here. More photography inspiration via The Guardian. Architecture. Beautiful Nature Shelters LUMO Architects. Photography. Affinity: Amazing Animal Portraits by Brad Wilson. Architecture Photography. Spirit of Place: Ruin Photography by Aurélien Villette. Architecture Photography.